Black & White MFP
Up to 120 PPM
Departmental Workgroup
Copy, Print, Scan
Secure MFP
Eco Features
The MFP that can help your business thrive.

If you are looking for ways to help your business grow even faster, Toshiba has the perfect solution: the e-STUDIO1207 series. It has the speed, reliability and paper handling capabilities that are needed to fuel your productivity in powerful ways.

Fast and phenomenal.

From the very get-go, you’ll appreciate what the e-STUDIO1207 series has to offer. With a warm-up time of 3.5 minutes and a first copy out time as fast as 3.2 seconds, you can use the intuitive, 10.1" finger swipe touch panel to select what you need, and how you need it handled. At 90, 105 and 120 pages per minute respectively, you’ll also get it right when you need it. Scanning speed is an amazing 120 originals per minute (opm) for single sided documents and an even faster 200 opm for double sided.

The workflow workhorse.

Outstanding image quality at 1,200 x 1,200 dpi is consistently impressive, even across long print runs. You can rest assured documents of all sizes will turn out precise and accurate, run after run after run. And, you can use a variety of media – up to 120lb index. Need more toner? Simply replace the toner cartridge while the job is still running.
Everything you need, even faster.

Increasing production while decreasing the time it takes can make a big difference for businesses of all sizes. When the demand is great, Toshiba offers a solution that’s even greater.

Efficiency configured your way.
The e-STUDIO1207 series has it all, only faster. Copy, print, and scan with a myriad of paper handling, input and finishing options, not to mention an enormous paper capacity, genuine Adobe PostScript support, ample document storage and a low operating cost. Create whatever configuration works best for your particular needs by choosing from high capacity stackers, large capacity paper trays, folding units and finishers. It’s high speed functionality configured just the way you want it.

Lead with innovative technology.
There are several advantages that make the e-STUDIO1207 series the most distinctive choice. An ultra fast processor with more than enough memory allows you to tackle larger jobs in less time and process difficult tasks without breaking stride. Thanks to Gigabit Ethernet support, you can transfer extra-large files at breakneck speeds. In addition, a 1 Terabyte HDD will store as many as 35,000 pages or 5,000 files. It’s everything you need and more of what you want.

Fast First Copy Out Times
High Speed Scanning
Up to 13,500-Sheet Capacity
Dual Feed Paper Drawer
Tab Printing Capability
10.1" Color Touch Panel
Scan-to & Print-from USB

A large 250-sheet Duplex Single Pass Feeder (DSPF) handles your biggest jobs with ease. Also take advantage of a number of finishing options to produce professional looking brochures and booklets.
Productivity that’s safe, secure and good for the environment.

As data security and environmental responsibility become increasing concerns, Toshiba continues to stay well ahead of the demand. Both have been integral to our continuing innovations.

Security matters.
Businesses need to keep their data where it belongs. That’s why we have put many safeguards in place and are continually working to increase data security. The e-STUDIO1207 series includes Data Overwrite, Encryption, Authentication, Hidden Pattern Printing and Image Logs to help data stay secure. In addition, an Erase Private Data feature makes it easy to remove all stored information instantly.

Greener and cleaner.
Our increasing impact as a company is partly due to our success in reducing the environmental impact of businesses worldwide, including our own. The Toshiba e-STUDIO1207 series is no exception, being RoHS Compliant and Energy Star rated. It utilizes CO$_2$ reducing plastics and toner, Energy Save and Eco Modes, Enhanced Power Shut-Off and Eco Scan as well as a reduced TEC value. After all, working to preserve our environment is certainly worth the effort.

A convenient status indicator changes color, runs solid or blinks to let you know when the MFP needs attention.

A variety of options gives you the flexibility to configure an MFP that perfectly suits your specific needs. All with the speed, reliability, and quality you’ve come to expect from Toshiba.
Multifunctional power in action.

Not that we could fit all the features and benefits of the e-STUDIO1207 series on one page, but take a look at these, for starters.

Ease of use
A control panel with touch swipe functionality allows for intuitive use. A retractable pulldown keyboard is easily accessible on the front panel to address text-heavy tasks. And, if you need help, access to the entire user manual is at your fingertips.

Picking up the pace
You have your choice of impressive speeds – 90, 105, or 120 pages per minute. First Copy Out Times are under 3.2 seconds for the e-STUDIO1057/1207 and 4 seconds for the e-STUDIO907.

Workhorse performance
Up to 1,000K monthly copy volume and a hefty toner yield of 120K* help keep your business running smoothly.

Massive paper handling
There’s plenty of paper for really big jobs with a 13,500-sheet maximum paper capacity. Not only that, you can select from 9 paper sources plus 2 insert sources that will handle up to 160 lb index.

Advanced technology
An ARM11 600 MHz processor with Intel Atom D525 1.8 GHz PCL accelerator and 5 GB RAM handles large jobs in very little time. And, you can process the toughest jobs and realize concurrency without degradation. Also, a 10/100/1000 BaseT Gigabit Ethernet connection enables transferring of large files quickly. A 1 Terabyte HDD can store 35,000 pages while performing all of the impressive MFP functions.

Network print and scan
PCL6 and genuine Adobe PostScript 3 come standard. Other standards include USB-direct printing and scanning as well as direct print from FTP, web page, email and SMB.

Various finishing options
Among these are a 100-Sheet Stapler Finisher and a 100-Sheet Stapler Finisher with Saddle Stitch, as well as Folding and Post Inserter options.

High security
Data Overwrite, Encryption, Authentication, Hidden Pattern Printing, and an Image Log feature help keep your data safe. The Erase Private Data function makes it easy to remove stored data instantly.

Environmentally friendly
RoHS Compliance, Energy Star rated, CO₂ reducing plastics and toner, Energy Save and Eco Modes, Enhanced Power Shut-off and Eco Scan are combined for an impressively eco-friendly series.

* At 5% coverage
## Black & White MFP

### Features
- **Copy**: 120 PPM, 30% to 400% in 1% Increments (with Document Feeder 25%-200%)
- **Print**: Network Tandem Print, Carbon Copy Print Mode, Different Cover Page/Last Page/Other Page, form Overlay, Tab Paper Settings, Tab Printing, Chapter Inserts and Double-Sided lamenting
- **Scan**: 6 Compatible, True Adobe, PostScript
- **Network**: IPv6, IPv4, IPv6, IPv4
- **Network**: IPv6, IPv4, IPv6
- **Network**: IPv6, IPv4, IPv6

### Specifications

#### Main Specifications
- **Black & White MFP**: Up to 100 PPM
- **Copy, Print, Scan, Secure MFP**: Eco Features

#### Eco Features
- **European ROHS**: Restriction of Hazardous Substances
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### Additional Features
- **Document Management**: Secure MFP
- **Departmental Workgroup**: 120 PPM
- **Black & White MFP**: 30% to 400% in 1% Increments (with Document Feeder 25%-200%)
- **Network**: IPv6, IPv4, IPv6
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### Optional Equipment
- **Folding Mode**: 3-Fold, C-Fold,Accordion-Fold, Double-Fold and Half-Fold
- **Environmental Standards**: 100-Sheet Stapler/Finisher (MX-FN21/FN22 Option)
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